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Dancing the night away at the annual Lu'au
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Polynesian Club hosts a vibrant, engaging night of culture, jubilance
BY CJ COSAS
STAFF WRITER

Aloha! Thursday was Saint
Mary's College's 7th annual Lu'au
celebration, hosted by the Polynesian Club, and it is no exaggeration
to say that it was truly a jubilant
event. Held in the Soda Center, the
center was adorned with all types
of decorations that helped accentuate the tropical atmosphere.
Between the grass curtains over
the entryway, the purple tropical flowers that were scattered
across the tables, and the candlelit
centerpieces, it was impossible
to not already start feeling the
festive spirit just from the decorations. Furthermore, the moment
participants walked in, you were
immediately embraced with some
Polynesian hospitality as members

of the Lu'au greeted guests with a
warm "Aloha!" and donned them
with a lei from a rainbow of colors.
As we eagerly awaited the start of
the Lu'au, people chatted away as
Polynesian music played in the
background.
Shortly after sitting down, guests
were informed that dinner would
be served first and were dismissed
table by table to get up for food. As
people got in line for the food, live
performances by Eileen Lindley
on the ukulele and Mikki Rivera on
his guitar kept people entertained,
while adding to the cheerful ambiance of the room. And true to their
promise, the Lu'au served plenty
of. scrumptious traditional foods:
a whole Kalua Roasted Pig, Kalbi
BeefShortRibs, Lo mi Salmon, and
more. Since dinner was buffet style,
there was plenty to eat as people

went back for more.
As people finished their dinner
and began to settle down with dessert, the lights dimmed, and the
audience was greeted once more
with a cheerful "Aloha!" from Trason Castillo and Rachel Gacerez,
the co-chairs of this year's Lu'au.
Readily responding to their gleeful
energy, the crowd responded back
with their own eager "Alooooha!"
and the show began with a Hawaiian prayer led by Felicia Cazares,
the set chair on the committee.
The Lu'au featured a number of
different dances from the various
islands in Polynesia, which included: HulaKahiko, HulaAuana,
New Zealand Poi Balls, Siva Samoa,
Tongan Tau'olunga, and the popular Tahitian 'Ote'a, along with several others. All the female dancers
were beautiful as they performed

with awe-inspiring grace, while
the male dancers were full of life
as they energized the crowd with
their powerful yells. Additionally,
as a fun learning addition to the
Lu'au this year, the audience members were invited on stage to learn
some Tahitian dance moves.
As with all good things, however,
this year's Lu'au celebration has
come to a close. Litzia Martin,
one of the dancers in the Lu'au,
reflected on her experience participating in the Lu'au saying, "Even
though I'm not Polynesian, I got
to have a lot of fun while learning
the dances and learning about
the culture. And I also made new
friends." L.itzia participated in the
Lu'au last year as well and intends
on performing again next year.
Similarly, Jessica Sin, another
see LU'AU, page 2

Basketball program punished with sanctions by NCAA
BY GEORGE ROBLES
SPORTS EDITOR

The Saint Mary's basketball
program was hit hard by the
NCAA with probation and other
sanctions following a "failure
to monitor" in recruiting from
a former assistant coach. This
means that the other basketball
coaches failed to keep track of
the assistant that gave improper
benefits to three prospective
student-athletes in 2009 from
France.
According to athletic director
Mark Orr, improper benefits
such as athletic gear, taxi rides,
and housing were given to three
potential recruits while on a trip

to Saint Mary's before 2009 by a
former assistant coach that was
not named in Friday morning's
press conference.

"But I feel confident that
we will work through
it. It will be a challenge,
it's not going to be
easy but it is a hole we
put ourselves in.'~
"We can do a better job," said
Orr. "We do many things right as
an athletic department. Coach
Bennett has done a wonderful
job with our basketball pro-

gram, and I have utmost confidence to keep compliance with
our basketball program."
The NCAA has been investigating the program since the
summer of 2010 regarding the
topic and slammed the program
with punishments that also include loss of scholarships from
13 to 11 in 2014-2016, loss of
eligibility to play in preseason
tournaments beginning in 2014,
a five-game suspension for
coach Bennett beginning in the
2013 wee play and many more.
The Gaels were also punished
because of secondary violations
from illegal workouts from current players.
"I think the penalties are

harsh ," Coach Bennett explained. "But I feel confident
that we will work through it. It
will be a challenge, it's not going
to be easy but it is a hole we put
ourselves in."
What does this mean for the
future of Saint Mary's basketball? Many Gael fans were
expecting the worst when it
was first released that the program was being investigated a
few months ago and there was
speculation that we would have
some sort of postseason ban.
Even though the program will
not be banned from any postseason play, these punishments will
have a large effect on the future.
see NCAA, page 7

Wo/men's
Conference
prepares for
inclusivity
BY NICK MEARES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Saturday, the Women's Resource Center will be hosting
their annual 2013 WO/ MEN's
Conference.
Notice the separation in the
title of WO/ MEN's Conference:
"This is not a typo, we really want
men to attend and participate,"
says Sharon Sobotta, director of
the Women's Resource Center
and chair of the 2013 WO/ MEN's
Conference.
In past years, attendance by
men has been rather lacking. To
amend this issue, Sharon offers a
solution. "What sets this conference apart is that even though it's
always been open to everybody, we
were very intentional this year in
trying to appeal to men by adding
male speakers and programs on
how to be an ally," Sobotta said.
This emphasis on inclusivity becomes evident in the broad
range of issues addressed by over
20 different workshops to be put
on by not only Saint Mary's students, faculty, and staff, but also
others outside of the Saint Mary's
community who are dedicated to
social justice. "We wanted to get
people that were active in their
community. People that were really hands on and could, rather
than just inspire us, actually teach
us how to get involved in our own
communities," said Saint Mary's
student and member of the conference committee Brittany Boynton.
The conference will begin with
a panel of three guest speakers.
see WO/MEN, page 2
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dancer in the Lu'au, shares the
same sentiments and intends to
perform in the Lu'au next year as
well. She encourages other people
to attend the performance next
year, saying, "There's great food,
great dancing; and you get to have

a lot of fun while learning about a
different culture."
From joining the Polynesian
Club, to participating in the Lu'au
in the future, or simply attending,
the event is an experience that is
entertaining and enlightening.

WO/MEN: Education, enlightenment
continued from page 1
First, Betty Reid Soskin is not only
a mother, artist, activist, business
owner, and active blogger, but
she also works full time at the
.Rosie the Riveter National Park in
Richmond-at the age of 91. Jokingly referring to herself as "living
history," Betty has experienced
decades of social change firsthand
and is committed to making sure
these stories do not go untold or
ignored. Second, Kate Raphael
is an international human rights
activist and very active in LGBTQQIAAPrights. An advocate for
peace and equality, she has taught
English in Kenya and Guatemala,
been an advisor for the city of
Portland, and now heads her own
communications company.
The first male keystone speaker
in the conference's history, Davey
'D' Cook, Co-founderofthe award
winning "Hard Knock Radio," is a
nationally recognized journalist,
hip hop historian, radio talk show
host and community activist. He
is deeply concerned with social issues, particularly how they impact
communities of color and espe-

cially how women are affected.
He believes he has a certain role
to play not only as a journalist, but
also simply as a man.
"I would hope that the stuff I
learn will help inform my decisions both on and off the air, and
provide a window of additional
voices that need exposure," said
Davey'D'. "I'mnotjust broadcasting. I'm there to learn information
and pass that on to my audience."
In sharing information and
experiences through inclusive
dialogues can people begin to
understand how closely social issues intertwine and the personal
responsibility they entail. By giving people the tools and knowledge needed to take that first step
toward action and involvement
the conference hopes to foster
enduring connections between
individuals through discussions
and hands-on involvement.
Registration for tickets is available online at stmarys-ca.edu.
Tickets cost $25 but are free to
students who apply. Doors open
at8:30a.m.

Crime Beat
2/21/2013
11:05 p.m.
Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis: Student with shortness
of breath transported to Kaiser
Hospital
2/ 21/2013
11:25 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Prohibited explosive device set outside De La Salle.

1:12a.m.
2/23/2013
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Broken window in Augustine Hall
2/23/2013
1:45 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Sexual battery against
non-student in Augustine Hall

2/22/2013
12:30 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Cooking set off alarm in
Freitas Hall

2/24/2013
1:54 a.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Suspicious occurrence object thrown through window of
Aquinas Hall

3:30p.m.
2/22/2013
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Theft of folding ergonomic style chair from Dante Hall

2/24/2013
3:00 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Cooking set off alarm in
Guerrieri West

2/22/2013
11:51 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage intoxicated
student in Freitas Hall

2/25/2013
9:00 p.m.
Incident: Petty Theft
Synopsis: Theft of whiteboard in
AgenoHall

2/23/2013
1:00 am.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage consumption
of alcohol in Freitas Hall

2/25/2013
11:30 a.m.
Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis: Student fainted in Oliver
Hall and transported to John Muir
Hospital

The Academic Senate narrowly
decided against recommending
the smoke-free campus initiative
for approval during its February 14 meeting, with supporters
unable to obtain a necessary
majority.
With three yeas, three nays, and
four members abstaining, the final
tally was a tie. According to the
body's rules, such a split goes in
favor of the no-votes.
A staff member who chose to
remain anonymous told The Collegian that many members of the
Senate supported the concept of a
smoke-free campus, but they held
reservations about the implementation and enforcement of
the measure, as well as practical
effects on the community. "I don't
think theywere comfortable making that type of decision," she said.
The measure, championed by
the Health and Wellness Center
and like-minded students, would
initially restrict smoking to a few
areas on campus before slowly
phasing those areas out as well.
By contrast, the current rules say
that smoking is only prohibited
within 25 feet of buildings. Supporters point to the medical benefits seen on campuses that have
already barred smoking, while
opponents feel that the measures
go too far.
For Coordinator for Health
Promotion and Education Irene
Umipig, the decision came as
an unfortunate setback. "With
three yeses, three no's, and four
abstentions, even one vote could
have completely taken the resolution for support either way," she

said. However, Umipig was not
discouraged either, particularly
after taking into account more
favorable votes from other bodies. Still, Director of the Health
and Wellness Center Dr. Alireza
Rezapour couldn't help but feel
somewhat disappointed with
the outcome. "Despite showing
overwhelming medical evidence
[and other types]," he stated, "we
did not receive a vote of support,"
Polls seem to indicate that the
majority of Saint Mary's students
support the idea of a smoke-free
campus. "It is a little unfortunate
for the people who do smoke on
campus," said Freshman Katie
Alioto, "but personally I think
[a smoke-free campus] is a good
idea. I'm pretty against smoking
anyway."
Other students were somewhat
relieved by the vote's outcome.
"It's kind of extreme to say that
nowhere on campus should anyone be allowed to smoke," said
another student who chose not
to have his name printed. As a
smoker, he felt that a suitable
compromise would be to restrict
smoking to a few areas on campus. According a 2011 survey, the
student is one of roughly 12% of
Saint Mary's students who smoke.
This is the second attempt
from supporters to pass such a
measure. Prior to the Academic
Senate's vote, the Smoke-Free
Campus initiative had received
support from the ASSMC Senate
and the Staff Council. In the end,
though, all of these votes will not
affect the whether or not the initiative is implemented. The final
decision on this issue lies with
President Brother Ronald Gallagher and his cabinet.

Don't be a drag, be a queen
BY ANDEE McKENZIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What images come to mind when
one thinks of a drag queen? Most
people probably think of exuberant makeup, insane hairstyles, and
men dressing up like women belting
''Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend."
However, there is so much more to
this art form. That's what drag isan art form. Just like photography,
painting, and theater, drag is aform
of expression-gender expression
to be precise. SMC PRIDE (People
Rallying for Identity Diversity and
Equality), formerly known as the
Gay Straight Alliance, hosted a
presentation on the craft of drag
and its overall culture. Senior Zach
Farley facilitated the fascinating
presentation focusing on gender
performance, famous individuals
in the world of drag, and the seemingly unanswerable question of
"Who am I?"
The multimedia presentation
included images of infamous drag
queens and faux queens, such as
Fauxnique, Peaches Christ, Sharon
Needles, and the iconic Divine. The
presentation concluded with the
creation of your own internal drag
queen and drag name. It was an
overall fun experience, but the takeaway from this presentation is what
really matters. Farley mentioned
that drag involves performing a
gender, but one does not have to be
a drag queen to do so.
People perform a gender every-

day without even thinking about
it. Gender and the way we express
gender is a show in itself. A girl
who wears a dress, nail polish,
and high heels is performing her
feminine gender. A boy who wears
a sweatshirt and athletic shorts is
also performing his gender. But,
what if the lines were blurred and
boundaries were crossed in gender
performance? This is what drag
is all about. According to Zachary,
"The core of drag is campiness as
a sensibility." With the over the
top "tastelessness" of drag, one is
also pointing out what is going on
in society. While using humor and
crassness to express issues surrounding gender expression, one
becomes aware that these issues in
our society exist.
The goal of drag is to not offend,
but to push past the norms. Drag is
over the top and crazy, but there is
a method. There is a reason. Drag
goes beyond that of the makeup and
hair and lip syncing. It is a positive
way to combat the norms that oppress society. It is a way to express
oneself, not what society pushes
onto us. Drag is about taking those
boxes that people are placed in and
breaking through them. Drag is an
art form with underlying political
statements about gender and the
ideas of what it is to be masculine
or feminine. It is about creating
oneself and loving oneself, which
PRIDE itself also stands for. Withoutthis kind of expression, well, life
would be such a drag.
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NEWS
Saint Mary's fails to appeal Moraga Town Council decision
Town and school unable to compromise amidst issues surrounding lights and sound
BY CHARLIE GUESE
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Dozens of Saint Mary's students,
alumni, and neighbors gathered
to express their opinion regarding the operation of Saint Mary's
intramural field lights at a Moraga
Town Council meeting on Wednesday. The council voted 3-2 to deny
Saint Mary's appeal to operate the
field lights until 10 p.m., thus upholding the October decision from
the Moraga Planning Commission
ordering Saint Mary's to turn its
field lights off at 9 p.m.
Saint Mary's Attorney Mark
Freeman, Vice President for College Communications and Vice
Provost for Enrollment Michael
Beseda, and !Jirector of Community Relations Tim Farley, spoke
on behalf of Saint Mary's. Speakers
in the rather lengthy public comment period included numerous
Saint Mary's students, residents
of Joseph Drive and surrounding
areas, Chair of the Moraga Chamber of Commerce Edie Schwartz,
among many others.
Mayor Dave Trotter joined

council members Phillip Arth and
Roger Wykle in denying the appeal. Vice Mayor Ken Chew and
Councilrnember Michael Metcalf
supported the appeal, with Metcalf
saying that he saw "no reason" to
deny the appeal but that he still
wanted to see the town council
"hold Saint Mary's feet to the fire"
in cooperating with neighbors.
Metcalf was unable to persuade
the majority of the council, however, who agreed thatthe best way
to "hold Saint Mary's feet to the
fire" would be to uphold the 9 p.m.
shutoff time. Mayor Trotter, who
openly disclosed his history as a
Saint Mary's supporter, reasoned
that as long as the intramural
field has a toll on neighbors, Saint
Mary's must reduce the impact of
the field.
"Although I am one who believes
that the sound coming from the
college is music and not a cacophony, I am not going to impose my
value judgments on neighbors who
have a different field and who live
closer to the intramural field than
I do," Trotter said.
Saint Mary's President Broth-

Prepare to run for a good cause
BY TORI STRINGER
STAFF WRITER

Relay for Life is soon, and a
large team of students has been
working hard for months to plan
this event. What is Relay for Life?
Some may remember in years
past seeing people out in tents
and walking around a track set
by luminaries all through the
night one spring weekend. Relay
for Life is a 24-hour event where
teams come together to support
cancer research and patients by
raising money and walking for
cancer.
At the actual event, each team
will have a booth or table set up
where they can have an educational presentation, a game, or
sell food to raise more money. In
addition, each team will have at

least one member walking around
the track at all times for the
entire twenty-four hours. There
will be entertainment provided
throughout the event such as
performances, talks, and possibly
movies and music. One of these
will be the survivor's lap, where
cancer survivors or stand-ins for
them will lead everyone around
the track for one lap. There will
be a special "Fight Back'' talk to
motivate and educate students on
the destructive effects of cancer.
There will also be luminaries offered throughout the night for a
small donation. People will decorate them and write the name of
someone they know who was lost
to cancer and they will be used to
line the track. At one point in the
night, they will all be lit. There
will be various performances and,

er Ronald Gallagher wrote an
open letter to Moraga in light
of Wednesday's town council,
stressing the importance of the
intramural field to student life.
"As you deliberate this matter, I
urge you to consider the needs of
the members of the Saint Mary's
communitywho are also members
of the Moraga community," said
Brother Ron. "Those most directly
impacted by this field- the dozens
of Christian Brothers, staff members and thousands of students
who live on campus-understand
that it is essential to a healthy and
vital community."
The Moraga Design Review
Board approved the intramural field lights and the 10 p.m.
shutoff time as part of the Alioto
Recreation Center in a meeting
on March 28, 2011. The lights
began operating at the start of the
2011-2012 school year. Shortly
afterward, neighbors residing in
the subdivisions along Bollinger
Canyon Road began complaining
about the glare and associated
noise to the city of Moraga. Saint
Mary's made efforts to work with

neighbors to reduce glare and
noise impacts, including the hiring
of independent lighting consultants recalibrating the field lights,
though some neighbors dispute
how proactive Saint Mary's truly
acted in this process, leading to
the escalation of complaints. As
The Collegian repo1ted in October,
the continued complaints led to
the Moraga Planning Commission
unanimously order Saint Mary's
to turn the field lights off at 9 p.m.
While Larry Bienati, a former Saint
Mary's faculty member, worked as
a mediator between Saint Mary's
and neighbors in the meantime,
the tensions between the two parties ultimately resulted in a nearly
four-hour meeting on Wednesday
night.
Inlookingforward,SaintMary's
and neighbors will once again
cooperate with the Planning Commission again in further working
with independent lighting consultants and conducting concrete
sound measurements, which was
never previously included in Moraga's investigation of the noise and
sound complaints.

of course, people will be camped
out in tents all night.
Teams are already forming
and a new team can be made at
any time. Various clubs, groups,
and halls have teams already.
Team members are encouraged
to raise $100 each; however, the
minimum donation is a ten dollar
registration fee. Martin Hall, the
Offiine Committee Chair for the
event, recommends some easy
ways to raise small amounts of
money, including asking 10 different people to donate one dollar or
skipping out on a Starbucks coffee
once or twice a week every week
until the event.
Getting involved is easy. There
will be a few things leading up to
the event, including a rally and
"Paint the Campus Purple" week
in which flyers will be posted,
people will wear purple, and
awareness will be raised for the

event. Anyone can sign up for a
team or make their own team at
any time by going to the Relay
for Life website and searching
"Moraga" to find the Saint Mary's
event page.
This event is incredibly important for students to get involved
in because not only is it a fun
event to go to, but is for an important cause. Most people have
either been directly affected by or
knows someone who has been affected by this disease. As Patrick
Harrington, entertainment cochair for the event, said, "No one
should have to be affected by this
horrible disease and this event is
a great way to show support." It
is a time to come together, support each other, and celebrate
life. The Saint Mary's Relay will
take place on April 20-21 on the
Chapel Lawn. It is sure to be a
must-see event.

Political discourse, liberal arts, and morality collide
Harvard professor muses on justice and citizenship and the importance of education
BY LAUREN LORGE
STAFF WRITER

On Monday, students, faculty,
and guests filled the Soda Center to listen to "Liberal Arts and
the Common Good: Justice and
Citizenship." Michael Sandel, the
special guest lecturer, has taught
political philosophy at Harvard
since 1980. He is also the author
of several books, including "What
Money Can't Buy: The Moral
Limits of Markets" and "Justice:
What's the Right Thing to Do?"
Sandel modeled his lecture at
Saint Mary's on his Justice class
at Harvard in which students are
challenged to answer questions
about difficult moral issues.
The first question asked was,
"What could we do to elevate
the terms of public discourse?"
It is no secret that the level of
political conversation, professionally among politicians and
casually among the people, is
not at the level it needs to be to
create important change on vital
issues. This became a theme of
the night as participants worked

through a few difficult questions
to help understand how political
and civic issues can be discussed
differently.
This was not a lecture but rather
a discussion of controversial issues, which kept to the theme of

As a liberal arts school,
it is important that
we understand the
importance that a
liberal education can
give us. A liberal arts
education can give us
the skills we need to
participate in civic life.
the lecture series, "The Year of the
Great Conversation." The first issue posed was regardingthe draft.
Sandel mentioned that during the
Civil War, men that were drafted
were able to hire men to take
their place. The audience then

discussed what system they felt
was better: a draft with a buy-out
option, a straight forward draft,
or the volunteer army system we
have today. Some thought that the
freedom of choice in the volunteer
system and even in the civil war
system were ethical, while others
saw the moral fairness of every
man having the chance of serving
through a draft.
Another topic that was discussed included the morality of
hiring women from other countries to be surrogates for couples
who could not have children on
their own. Some people argued
that the free market aspect of
the concept creates a freedom of
choice that makes surrogacy from
another country moral. Others
argued that this degrades the
women that participate.
The issue with political discourse right now is that there is
little morality in politics and we
tend to shy away from the difficult
moral and spiritual topics in politics. Because of this, the political
discussion is focused on managerial topics. Toward the end of the

discussion, and with conversations as examples, we discussed
how we can begin to elevate public discourse. It is important to
listen to principles underlying
decisions. Not all controversial
issues can be solved in a black and
white manner, and therefore, each
situation needs to be argued and
reasoned case by case. We should
see disagreements as starting
points and not as barriers that we
can't break through. We may not
always agree, but it is important
to understand the opinions of
others and why they formulate
these opinions.
Why is it important that Sandel
brought his Harvard class to our
school? As a liberal arts school, it
is important that we understand
the importance that a liberal
arts education can give us. A liberal arts education can give us
the skills we need to participate
in civic life. As students of a liberal arts college, we are the ones
who will have the experience to
help with the fundamental issue
of raising the level of political
discourse.

Campus
Calendar
Graduation Fair - Class of
2013

Tuesday, March 5-Wednesday,
March6
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Say What: An Inclusive
Language Workshop
Tuesday, March 5
5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Delphine Lounge
Natalie Franzini
asvpsa@stmarys-ca.edu
Business Idea Competition
Tuesday, March 5
5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Dr. BernaAksu
bp4@stmarys-ca.edu
Asian Cultural Night
Thursday, March 7
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Michelle Dimmett
mld8@stmarys-ca.edu
The Way of the Cross:
Catholic Liturgical Arts
Conference
Saturday, March 9
9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Louis Lebherz
lpl2@stmarys-ca.edu
\Vo/men's Conference: Take
Action Reshape Your World
Saturday, March 9
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Sharon Sobotta
ssobotta@stmarys-ca.edu
Why Does History Matter?
Thursday, March 7
4:30p.m.
Galileo 201
Contact Susan Parr
sparr@stmarys-ca.edu

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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DETOUR
C.R.E.A.M.'s anticipated destination
Ice cream sandwich joint said to open close to home
of the sweet ice cream is utter
perfection.
Patrons can sandSTAFF WRITER
wich rich, caramel-swirled ice
The delicious day is finally ap- cream between two snickerdoodle
proaching. Rumors state that the cookies or play on tradition with
popular Berkeley ice cream sand- mint chocolate chip ice cream
wich joint C.R.E.A.M. (Cookies housed by fresh-out-of-the-oven
Rule Everything Around Me), is double chocolate chip cookies.
opening a new location in Walnut The combinations are endless and
Creek.
are something that Saint Mary's
Those who have yet to try the student would love.
delicious homemade ice cream ·
The C.R.EA.M. Facebook page
and cookies should stop read- hints at the shop's new location
ing, jump in the car, and head with enticing clues like being apto Berkeley as soon as possible. proximately 0.1 miles away from
Those who have tried C.R.E.A.M. the Apple store, as well as a picknow how great it would be to ture of a Tesla vehicle, suggesting
have the unique and delectable the new location to be a possible
ice cream sandwiches so close to neighbor of the Tesla dealership.
school. This is something students These clues sound suspiciously
should be thrilled about.
close to Walnut Creek. SpeculaWarm, freshly baked cookies tion is boiling, and while guesses
cushioning a large scoop of rich such as Palo Alto, Davis, and San
ice cream together, blending Francisco have been rumored, the
the gooey warmth of the cook- clues so far all lead to our little
ies with the refreshing coldness metropolis down the road.
BY HOLLAND ENKE

Oscars prove unpredictable
Awards show turns into musical

The campaign encourages fans
to hunt down the new storefront
and take a picture without revealing the location. If you really want
to track down the location and
help all of the hopeful believers,
take a trip to Walnut Creek and
see if you can find the still unopened, elusive storefront.
C.R.E.A.M. is absolutely delicious and has been a staple
for Berkeley students as well as
students of other schools like
Saint Mary's. But it is now Contra
Costa County's turn to enjoy the
quirky, affordable, and absolutely
scrumptious ice cream sandwiches closer to home. Students complain that there is nothing like this
around campus, but maybe a visit
to this unique joint will change
our minds. It's crazy how an ice
cream shop can inspire so much
excitement, and this hopeful
C.R.E.A.M. location will bring this
thrill to Saint Mary's students.

Keeping fit in the Bay Area
San Francisco provides a different experience for fitness

Courtesy of usmagazine.com

BY MITCHELL WOODROW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Courtesy of peoplelovesanfrancisco.wordpress.com

BY JOSE BASULTO
STAFF WRITER

March, April, and May are really all we have. Time will fly by
to eventually bring us to sunny,
warm days, and we will have an
opportunity to show everyone
what we've been working on all
winter long. Whether feeling indifferent about exercising or not,
eating healthy and staying active
is an important component that
should have priority in everyone's
lives for the benefit of personal
health.
There are many places around
the Bay Area that can help exercise freaks reach their goals,
including one of the best running
trails at the 4th and King Cal train
station in San Francisco. This
getaway is located in the financial
district of King Street and ends
at Pier 39. Although this fourmile route can easily become
lengthy, it makes for a successful
eight-mile work out when running towards Pier 39 and back.

Jogging along the Embarcadero
is an experience like no other,
granted that there will always be
a great deal of action to observe.
The scenery is beautiful as you
run past every pier, and it unusually grants a runner time to focus
on his or her run as effectively as
any of the paths on the Lafayette/
Moraga Trail. Many people who
run this route are satisfied with
how focused a runner can become
with noticing and becoming
engrossed in the surroundings.
Before you know it, you'll have
arrived at Pier 39.
Another effective way to stay
active without the heavy breathing, palpitations and perspiration
is hiking. Although most people
do not consider San Francisco as
their primary hiking destination
(mostly because it does not feel
like Yosemite, considering that
there are restaurants instead of
waterfalls on the hilltops), one
would be surprised at how effective a hike in the city can turn
out to be.

Corona Heights Park is located
near Cole Valley, which is within
walking distance of Haight Street.
It is the perfect park to have a
mild hike in as it eventually ends
at the top of the hills, providing
a breathtaking view of the city.
It does require a bit of climbing
over the rocks and trotting uphill,
but the workout is definitely valuable. In retrospect, think of all
the exercise you will accomplish
solely by walking to your hiking
destination.
Other ideal hiking and running
trails in the city include Mount
Sutro in the inner Sunset District,
Golden Gate Park, the Presidio,
and Buena Vista Park in the lower
Haight-Ashbury neighborhood.
For those who are urban-oriented people but still strive to stay
active and athletic, San Francisco
is the perfect destination for you,
especially because you can guarantee there will be a Starbucks
within walking distance where
you can reward yourself after a
great workout.

As entertaining as the 85th
Academy Awards were, they
could be described as all over
the place, or perhaps even considered a bit political, maybe because Michelle Obama awarded
the Oscar for Best Picture.
Many critics said the three
most competitive nominees for
the night's top prize were for
Best Picture, in which "Argo,"
"Lincoln," and "Zero Dark Thirty" were in heavy competition.
Alas, Ben Affleck's "Argo" came
out on top.
Unlike recent years, theAcademy members decided to spread
the love last Sunday night. Out of
the nine Best Picture nominees,
only one film, "Beasts of the
Southern Wild," did not receive
an Oscar in any category.
Even though "Argo" took top
prize for its title, it did not claim
any of the other five prestigious
awards of the night, including
Best Director, Best Actor, Best
Actress, Best Supporting Actor,
and Best Supporting Actress.
These awards were spread out
evenly, from director Ang Lee's
"Life of Pi" to Anne Hathaway's
awe-inspiring supporting role
in "Les Miserables." Daniel Day
Lewis took Best Actor for his
role as Abraham Lincoln in "Lincoln," and Jennifer Lawrence
claimed Best Actress for "Silver
Linings Playbook" after tripping
on her dress on her way up to
the stage.
A little red faced, Lawrence, at
the age of age 22, was the second
youngest actress in the history of
the Oscars to win the esteemed
award. Lawrence's outstanding
performance beat out both the
oldest and youngest nominees
in the history of the category as
well, which included Emmanuelle Riva (85) in "Amour" and
Quvenzhane Wallis (9) in "Beasts
of the Southern Wild."
Along with these serious
awards, the Academy Awards
wouldn't be complete without a

bit of entertainment. This year,
the Oscars went musical with
a focus on the important role
that music plays in film. Dame
Shirly Bass and Adele performed
"Goldfinger" ad "Skyfall" as respective tributes to the James
Bond films.
Later that night, "Skyfall"
won Best Original Song, a first
for a Bond film. Catherine Zeta
Jones respired her role from the
2002 film "Chicago" with her
burlesque rendition of "All That
Jazz." Jones was immediately
followed by Jennifer Hudson's
inspiring performance in "You're
BRIEFING
I

Awards Night
Summary
Best Picture
"Argo"
Ang Lee
"Life of Pi"
Best Actor
Daniel Day Lewis
Best Actress
Jennifer Lawrence
Best Screenplay
"Django Unchained"

Going To Leave Me" from the
2006 film "Dreamgirls." Barbara
Streisand also sang "The Way We
Were," which won Best Original
Song in 1974. Perhaps the most
impressive of the night, however,
was the cast of"Les Miserables,"
as they joined together for a
lively medley from the motion
picture.
The 85th Academy Awards
were certainly vibrant and somewhat unpredictable, a little musical, and perhaps a bit political.
By the end of the ceremony, the
Oscars did what they were supposed to do: celebrate the amazing achievements of the films
from the past year and, of course,
to show us a good time.
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DETOUR
Harlem Shake hype grows
You Tube movement takes over Internet
JoSE BASULTO
STAFF WRITER

BY

It can date all the way back to

the 1920s when the Charleston
dance was created. Through many
generations, whether viewed as
a religious practice or as simple
dance moves, there are many
dances that distinguish themselves according to their era. The
Charleston, for example, became
a quick success during the Prohibition era for its leg movements
in a front and backwards motion.
The adrenaline and excitement of
these moves created an entertaining and enjoyable time. It was all
about bonding through a simple,
quirky dance that females and
males shared together.
In moving through the 2000s
to 2013, from the Two Step to
the Stanky Leg, hip-hop and
techno music have had a major
influence on how dancers interact with one another in regards
to contemporary music. Famous
artist Baauer has started the most
recent movement, the Harlem
Shake, and it has so far captured
the attention of numerous people
worldwide. Millions have already
downloaded the techno song and
videotaped themselves performing it, posting it on You Tube for
others to see.
The concept of the Harlem
Shake is quite simple but entertaining. The song usually builds
up to an energetic chorus, or
as techno music would efine
it as a "drop." It starts with one
person moving his or her body,
usually hiding his or her identity

by covering the face with a mask,
full body suit, or costume. All the
other dancers involved in the taping are casually lounging around
and paying no attention to the individual dancing. However, when
the music finally drops, everyone
joins in this frantic movement
of dancing to the music and performs their personalized movement over and over again.

Participants will be
sure to shake things
up with this bouncing,
growing international
craze that's sweeping
everyone in its path
off their feet.
In a sense, the Harlem Shake
is a flash mob type of movement
given its randomness of what the
people in the video will be doing
once the beat drops. However, the
phenomenon is not only famous
among teenagers, but it is also
grasping the attention of many
notable newscasts that have dedicated some time to contributing
to the movement. KSLA-TV in
Louisiana reenacted the move-.
ment on a local newscast, which
can be found on YouTube.
The movement is inevitably
growing worldwide, as it is a fun
idea to both watch and actively
participate in. Participants will be
sure to shake things up with this
bouncing, building international
craze that's sweeping everyone in
its path off their feet.

"Bankrupt!" plays it safe
Phoenix's album stays consistent with old sound
BY LAUREN LORGE
STAFF WRITER

~ Phoenix

~ "Bankrupt!"

Phoenix's fifth studio album,
"Bankrupt!," will drop April
23 in the US. The French band
has a lot to live up to after their
fourth album "Wolfgang Amadeus Phoenix" won the title of
Best Alternative Music Album in
2009 with songs like "1901" and
"Lisztomania."
With this new album, Phoenix maintains their distinct
synth-rock vibe. They know
their unique sound works, and
they cautiously stick with it.
The first song on the album
and the first single released,
"Entertainment," is one of the
more upbeat songs on the track
list. It will certainly be the song
from the album to get crowds

jumping at concerts. It begins
with a synth that continues
throughout the song, which has
an oriental vibe like a sound
that would be found in a kung-fu
movie. The song is louder and
the drums are more pounding
than a few songs from their previous album.
The other songs in "Bankrupt!" also create this contrast
of upbeat and relaxing rhythms.
Songs like "Entertainment" and
"SOS in Bel Air" make listeners
want to get up and dance. The
steady, lulling beats in songs
like "Chloroform," on the other
hand, create a calming mood that
is perfect as background music
for studying.
The song "Bankrupt," which
appears in the middle of the album, also offers a psychedelic instrumental break from Thomas
Mars'. vocals that emphasize the
relaxing vibe of the album. When
listening to the songs, some may

often get lost in the instrumental
parts until Mars' voice pulls you
back from your trance. However,
his voice often becomes one of
the soothing elements of each
song.
The happy melodies contrast
with the sometimes nonsensical
and deep lyrics of the songs. For
example, the chorus of the seemingly happy "Entertainment"
ends with the lyrics ''I'd rather
be alone." The lyrics of all the
songs are cryptic and add to the
spacey vibe of the album.
The album is distinctly Phoenix, as they have done well in
sticking with a sound that has
done them nothing but good in
the past. Fans will be treated
to the new songs when Phoenix
performs at Coachella to promote "Bankrupt!" in April.
GRADE: ADOWNLOAD: "The Real Thing" and
"Bourgeois"

Walnut Creek health kick
Lettuce serves students a healthy alternative

Courtesy of sfbayarts.com

KATIE MACCARIELLO
STAFF WRITER

BY

Still sticking with your New
Year's resolution to eat healthy,
but tired of eating salads from
Oliver Hall all the time? If you're
in the mood for a delicious soup,
salad, or sandwich, head over to
Lettuce in downtown Walnut
Creek. A casual and convenient
lunch and dinner venue, Lettuce is a great place to hang out
with your friends, or to get your
parents to take you to if they're
in town.
Peeking through a window
of the restaurant, an onlooker
wouldn't expect much out of
such a little joint. This "biggeron-the-inside" cafe strives to
make its crowds as comfortable
as possible.
The walls are covered in vin tage decor, giving the restaurant
a very homey feel. They also try
to pack as many tables inside the

restaurant as possible, encouraging customers to talk to one
another.
To order, customers stand in
line along a counter and make
their selections from a large
menu printed on the wall. The
line moves fast, as the staff quickly prepares each customer's order
individually with fresh ingredients. Customers then seat
themselves and wait for the staff
to bring their orders directly to
the table.
As Lettuce is not part of a
chain, it is able to create a simple,
healthy menu. While these meals
don't go for cheap, their high
quality is definitely worth spending the extra cash on. Half of a
sandwich and generous bowl of
soup goes for about $12. With 16
salads, 5 gluten-free homemade
soups, 6 sandwiches, and 3 pastas, there is plenty on the menu
for anyone's taste. With vegan,
vegetarian, and meat options,

whatever you order will be sure
to satisfy. Any of these options
can also be served individually as
LOCAL DINING

Lettuce
1632 Locust Street
Walnut Creek, 94596
(925) 933-5600
www.lettucel.net

a full serving size. Water flavored
with either mint or strawberries
is also available, free of charge, as
well as other organic beverages
along with wine and beer.
With so many fast food restaurants popping in and around
Moraga, it is often difficult for
students to stick to a healthy diet.
But despite the trek and the prices, Lettuce will leave you more
satisfied than any hamburger can,
without ruining your diet!
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OPINION
SMC can be
smoke-free
BY SAMANTHA DIAMOND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ince my freshman year, I have
noticed an inconsistency with
the smoking policy on the Saint
Mary's campus. In my junior year,
I decided to spearhead the smokefree initiative. With the help from
the Student Senate class of 2013,
we were able to attend a workshop
training, prepare a presentation,
and ultimately get the initiative
officially supported by the Student
Senate and Staff Council.
As graduation quickly approaches, and with the desire to make this
campus completely smoke-free,
the committee behind the initiative
desired the support of one more
organized collegiate body, the Academic Senate. The Senate is made
upofelectedprofessorswhoareput
on thiscouncilinordertorepresent
their constituents. However, with
a vote of three in support of the
initiative, three against and four
abstaining, the initiative fell short
of successfully passing. In the last
academic year, a climate survey was
distributed amongprofessors, andit
showcased overwhelming support
for the initiative. Yet due to personal
bias and the abstentions, the vote
did not reflect that support.
At Saint Mary's, the push to use
your voice and stand up for social
justice is something prompted both
inside and outside the classroom.
The school was built on a foundation of social justice values. In
addition, the professors that make
up the faculty mirror the image on
which the school prides themselves.
Needless to say, to witness four
professors abstain from using their
voices is disheartening. They were
appointed to the Academic Senate
to represent and vote for policies
thataffecttheirpeers,yetbynotvotingin either direction, they failed to
fully, adequately, and appropriately
represent their constituents.
I believe it's time for the professors to take a lesson from the previous Student Senate members who
put aside their personal opinions
and were able to vote in favor of
what the majority of students desired, even though their opinions
may have differed. Theywereableto
putintoactionwhatistaughtwithin
the school and use the voice that the
student body gave them.
The members of the Academic
Senate failed to separate their own
opinion of academic politics from
thisparticularequation.Asaresult,
the smoke-free committee is now
unable to present unaninious support for this initiative to the President's Cabinet, which could affect
the final decision. This unwarranted
turn of events breaks my heart as I
exit this school, realizing that this
initiative was not supported due to
opposition, but instead defeated by
indecision and silence.
What I now propose to my fellow students returning for the
next academic year is to not allow
this initiative to fall through the
cracks. Having a campus that goes
completely smoke-free will not
only better the environment, but it
will coincide with what the people
on Saint Mary's campus want. It
is something that should not be
forgotten about due to one student
graduating, but should be forever
talkedaboutandfoughtforbecause
of who it affects.

S

Academy Awards controversy: in defense of Seth MacFarlane
wrong," and Shatner responded,
"You sing an incredibly offensive
song that upsets a lot of actresses
in the audience. I'll show you. I
brought a recording of the Oscar
telecast b ack in time with me.
You'll be able to see exactly how
you ruined the ceremony."
MacFarlane wrote this entire
act. He knew that the opening
number was offensive because it
was supposed to be. That's the joke.
The joke isn't against boobs or
women, it's against himself and the
way men treat women. The musical number needed to be offensive

The Oscar host's
sardonic humor
has been
misinterpreted
by the
media literati
BY OLIVER REYES
STAFF WRITER

eth MacFarlane hosted the
2013 Oscars and offended many
women with the opening number
"We Saw Your Boobs" and several
other controversial jokes. Many
have raged on the internet, criticizing the song and the rest of his
performance for being misogynistic, sexist, and tasteless. When
I watch something like "South
Park," I completely understand
why people would be offended by
the show, but I was truly baffled
when I heard of all the fist-shaking
at MacFarlane's jokes. I suppose
viewers expected the creator of
"Family Guy" and "Ted" to be
completely family-friendly and
safe. But how could they? Seth
Macfarlane is a comic.
Ifyou are anyone butJerrySein-

S

Photo courtesy of gra ziadail y.co.uk

feld, the comedy world finds you
absolutely boring ifyou don't push
boundaries. Comics like George
Carlin, Louis C.K., Bo Burnham,
and Matt Stone and Trey Parker
are all regarded as great comics because they are edgy and not afraid
to go into taboo subject matters.
It's their bold and fearless commitment to talking about these kinds
of things that make them interesting to watch. MacFarlane has made
a living cracking jokes about these
uncomfortable topics, so it made
no sense to expect anything safe,
dull, or usual.
With that said, he was still care-

SMC Confessions controversy
Facebook page is rightly shut down
BY KATIE MACCARIELLO
STAFF WRITER

aint Mary's College Confessions was a Face book page that
lasted only a few weeks. Gaining
over one thousand fans, students
and alumni would anonymously
submit their deepest, darkest secrets, which would soon be posted
on the page for the world to see.
These secrets were often wildly inappropriate, drawing attention toward the bad activities that Saint
Mary's students would perform,
diverting attention away from
the good name that our school has
strived to achieve for the past 150

S

These posts have
caused rumors to
stir all over campus,
threatening humiliation
to innocent students
years. Saint Mary's does not want
to build a bad reputation.
While these confessions may
have been entertaining for some
to read, some of them contained
entirely too much information.
Most people do not want to experience the awkwardness of sitting
in a library study room, bathroom,
or Dante classroom in which half
of their classmates have had sex.
It was also not appropriate for
confession writers to be posting
their funniest hook-up stories on
the page. Those stories are great
to tell at parties, but not on a site
to which the entire campus (and
plausibly the entire world) has
access.
A lot of people also do not realize that Public Safety can also see
any of these pages (SMC Confessions, SMC Compliments, SMC
Memes, etc.) When they start
reading about how students are

having sex in the rooms in Dante
left open at night specifically
for studying, then they will start
locking them up. Therefore, the
students who need to study late
at night will have no place to do
so. Additionally; all of the stories
about the drunken parties will
influence Public Safety to crack
down harder on weekend shenanigans.
Some of these posts are also
downright rude. While they do
mention, "no names shall be
named," some people give such
descriptions of certain people that
are easily identifiable. The posts
then continue the unsatisfactory
(or quite satisfactory, depending
on which way you look at it) hookups, one night stands, and relationships with these people, thoroughly embarrassing them. While
not directly derogatory, some men
on this page have posted offensive
and inappropriate posts about the
best looking or "hottest" women
on campus, including their names.
Some might say that if you don't
want to see these posts, then don't
look at them. This is a valid point,
but it does not stop the virus from
spreading around the school.
These posts have caused rumors
to stir all over campus, threatening
humiliation to innocent students.
The argument that a lot of colleges and universities have confessions pages does stand, but there
are also many schools that do not.
These schools have the dignity and
self-respect to keep things done
behind closed doors (as they are
appropriately intended to be).
Saint Mary's College Confessions has been removed from
Facebook, as it should be.
Pages like this give young adults
false confidence to post these secrets under cover of a computer
screen that would not be accepted
in real life, face to face.

ful with his jokes and showed a
strong sense of self-awareness.
It was clear that he knew people
thought of him as offensive, raunchy, and an overall bad comic with
his stereotypical "guy" humor, so
he played off of these opinions and
often poked fun at himself. He even
cracked a joke about his own film,
saying "Ted" is just sitting in Redbox machines being urinated on.
He was incredibly cognizant
during the opening number: "We
Saw Your Boobs." The set up prior
to the number was "Star Trek's"
Captain Kirk from the future ,
played by William Shatner, saving MacFarlane from ruining the
Academy Awards. Shatner showed
MacFarlane a n ews article from
the next day titled "Seth MacFarlane worst Oscar host ever." MacFarlane asked "It's that bad?," and
Shatner responded with, "Your
jokes are tasteless, inappropriate, and everyone ends up hating
you." Seth said, "Tell me what I do

LEARN ABOUT:

His entire performance
was a huge joke
against himself
and a satire on the
terribly wrong ways
people view women
in our society.
and sexist because it justifies the
joke's set up prior to the number.
The number was a huge, drawnout, over-the-top punch line that
poked fun at the social stigmas of
how men treat women. People see
him as a horrible, sexist comic, so
he fully committed to this persona
and told these jokes as a terrible,
stereotypical male version of Seth
MacFar lane. It's a shame that he is
being derided by so many people
because they fa il to und erstand
that his entire performance was
a huge joke against himself and a
satire on the terribly wrong ways
people view women in our society.

Tuesday, March 5

caps and gowns

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

graduation
announcements

Wednesday, March 6
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

college rings
post graduation
receptions
plot
applications
senior portraits
and more ...

•

CATERING BLITZ!
Wednesday, March 6
12 - 2 p.m.

SODA ACTIVITY
CENTER
For more information:

150!

stmarys-ca.edu/commencement

GAEL

(925} 631-8300
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or contact the Commencement Office
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SPORTS
MBBALL: wee Tournament
begins Saturday night

Baseball struggles, drops three in a row
Saint Mary's loses to No. 14 Stanford and UC Riverside

continued from page 8
memorable. Tim Williams, who
has been out all season due to
injury, suited up for the first time
as a senior and hit a long threepointer as the buzzer sounded for
his lone bucket of the season.
The Gaels can't reminisce too

BY SIMON TRYNZA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite the momentum resulting from a three-game sweep of
visiting Chicago State that concluded with a no-hitter by Jw1ior
Ryan Brockett, the Saint Mary's
Gaels were unable to continue
their hot streak when 14th-ranked
Stanford visited Moraga.Although
the Gaels' top prospect Collin Ferguson gave Saint Mary's the early
lead with a monster opposite field
home run, Saint Mary's were unable to hang on as Stanford tied
the game in the third and scored
two more runs to take the lead for
good in the fourth.
Kelsey Outram was on the
mound and kept Saint Mary's in
the game until the fourth inning.
Despite only giving up three runs,
Outram picked up his first loss of
the year. Gary Cornish, Tanner
Kichler, and Patrick Keane also
made appearances for the Gaels,
who dropped to 4-4 with the 7-2
loss.
After a 3-1 home stand, Saint
Mary's traveled to Riverside
where they were blitzed by the
host Highlanders. Jordan Mills
started for the Gaels and only
lasted 1.2 innings, giving up ten
runs with only two being earned.
Saint Mary's played poor defense

much on this night as they will
begin practicing for the wee
Tournament in Las Vegas, where
the Gaels are the No. 2 seed and
will play on Saturday night at 8:30
p.m. against the winner of BYU
and San Diego.

NCAA: Sanctions too harsh
continued from page 1
Any time a program has scholarships taken away, it is taking away
the opportunity for high quality
playerstocomeintotheprogram.It
will not affect the three recruits for
next season, but 2014 will see fewer
scholarships and most likely fewer
high-recruiting talent available.
Coach Bennett will also have to face
less time recruiting outside ofSaint
Mary's. The fact that Saint Mary's
is on probation means that the program is on thin ice.Any other future
THE GAELS will look to rebound this week against Utah. (George Robles/COLLEGIAN)

and committed five errors on the
dayinthel9-5loss.ShawnO'Brien
andAnthonyGonzolinhad5ofthe
Gaels' 12 hits.
The second game of the threegame series didn't go much better
for Saint Mary's as poor defense
plagued them one more. Behind
Connor Hornsby and Darian Ramage, the Gaels took a 5-2 lead
into the bottom of the sixth. But

the Highlanders responded with
an eight run frame off of Gary
Cornish, with five runs being unearned. The big inning propelled
UC Riverside to a 12-6 win. This
game was the first outing for Ryan
Brockett since his no hitter. He
lasted three innings while giving
up only two runs on 80 pitches.
The Gaels will play a four game
set against Utah starting Friday.

"We will look to
move on from this
process"- Athletic
Director Mark Orr
violations and harsher punishments
will have serious implications.
Overall, Athletic Director Mark
Orr has promised that Saint Mary's

has taken full action to complywith
the NCAA This punishment does
seem harsh for a program where the
assistant coach has not even been
around for the past four seasons,
but as seen in the past, the NCAA
does not usually condone any sort of
violations that come its way.
Coach Bennett has spoken to
the three recruits for next year and
says they are still committed. The
12-year head coach also stated that
he still loves his experience at Saint
Mary's and that this situation will
not affect his future time at the
college.
Realistically, Saint Mary's dodged
a bullet from punishment that could
have included post-season bans that
would have been devastating for
the college. Saint Mary's has two
weeks to appeal the punishment,
but for now will look to not use this
as a distraction from the upcoming
wee tournament.

Mission: Las Vegas. What are the Gaels' chances?
A look into this weekend's WCC Tournament in Sin City; it will be no easy task on road to repeat
BY SIMON TRYNZA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

While the NCAA Tournament
is what most people think of when
the term ''March Madness" is uttered, one should not overlook the
conference tournaments either.
The chance to go on a winning
streak and lock up an automatic
berth to the "Big Dance" gives
hopes of redemptions to schools
who may have under-performed
in the regular season and do not
warrant an at-large bid. This year's
edition of the West Coast Conference Championships will feature
a combination of what every good
conference tournament needs: the
very best, the underachieving, the
peaking, and the desperate. Here is

a quick rundown ofwhatto expect:
Home games for Gonzaga. Led
by one of the best student sections
in the country, The Kennel in Spokane has become an increasingly
difficult place to win. And while
there won't be as many students in
Las Vegas as there are in Spokane,
Gonzaga draws a huge crowd to the
Orleans and occupies roughly 75%
of the stands. While going undefeated in conference play, the Zags
blew out every opponent except
Saint Mary's and played exceptionallywell on defense. And while
they will be playing on a different
court, it will be interesting to see
how much of a "home factor" the
Bulldogs will have in Las Vegas.
Upset pick: San Diego over
BYU. There aren't that many up-

set picks that I could make in this
tournament. Assuming San Diego
gets by a very motivated Pepperdine squad that they defeated
in their last game of the regular
season, the Toreros could present
a problem for BYU, who they defeated earlier this year. San Diego
has shown both the best (beating
the Cougars and nearly upsetting
Gonzaga); and the worst (getting
blown out to Santa Clara and San
Francisco at home) this year. If the
best San Diego team shows in Las
Vegas, then the Cougars should be
on upset alert.
Desperation team: Saint
Mary's or BYU. BYU has had
high hopes for this year after
making it to the NCAA tournament last year and despite putting

together a solid non-conference
slate, the Cougars were unable
to defeat any top tier teams, losing to Baylor, Iowa State, Notre
Dame, Florida State, Gonzaga, and
Saint Mary's. The Gaels, on the
other hand, did not put together a
challenging non-conference slate
and are hurt by two bad losses to
Pacific and Georgia Tech early in
the season. While most analysts
currentlypredictthatSaintMary's
is tournament-bound, they still
remember the pain of being cut
in 2011.
Prediction: Saint Mary's. This
is a tough one because Gonzaga is
the number one team in the country. Butin the four halves the Gaels
and the Zags played this year, the
Gaels clearly were the better of the

MEN'SBRACKO

WOMEN'S BRACKO
#5 LMU

#5 San Francisco
#8 Portland
Game #1 - 6 p.m.
BYUtv
#9 LMU

Game #2 - 6 p.m.
BYUtv

l Game 1 Winner

J

1

Game 2 Winner

J

#8 USF

Game #4 • 6 p.m.
ESPNU
#4 Santa Clara

Game 4 Winner
Semi #1 . 6 p.m.
ESPN2
#1 Gonzaga

Game #1 · 3 p.m.
BYUtv
#9 Pepperdine

l

J

FIRST ROUND

SECOND ROUND

QUARTERFINALS

SEMIFINALS

CHAMPIONSHIP

Wednesday,
March 6

Thur1>day,
March 7

Friday,
March 8

Saturday,
March 9

Monday,
March 11
6p.m.
ESPN

#2 Saint Mary's
#3 BYU
#6 San Diego
Game #3 - 8:30 p.m.
BYUtv
#7 Pepperdine

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

Semi #2 - 8:30 p.m.
ESPN2

Game #5 - 8:30 p.m.
Game 5 Winner
ESPNU

Jl

two teams for two of those halves.
However, those two halves were
not in the same game, and the
Zags were able to beat Saint Mary's
twice this year on their road to a
perfect WCC season. The Gaels
have the better guards of the two
teams, and both Steven Holt and
Matthew Dellavedova have to be
on top of their games for the Gaels
to win. The blueprint to beating
Gonzaga starts with getting their
front court in foul trouble; if Saint
Mary's guards can penetrate to the
paint and draw fouls going up for a
layup or even kick it out for a three
pointer from the wing, the Gaels
could upset Gonzaga and clinch an
automatic berth. It is March Madness after all, so virtually anything
is possible.

l
J

wee
Champion

Game #2 - Noon
BYUtv

1

Game 1 Winner

J

Game 2 Winner
Game #4 • Noon
BYutv
#4BYU

Game 4 Winner
Semi #1 · Noon
BYUtv
#1 Gonzaga

FIRST ROUND

SECOND ROUND

QUARTERFINALS

SEMIFINALS

CHAMPIONSHIP

Wednesday,
March 6

Thursday,
March 7

Friday,
March 8

Saturday,
March 9

Monday,
March 11
1 p.m.
ESPNU

#3 Saint Mary's

Semi #2 - 2:30 p.m.
BYUtv

#2 San Diego

Game 3 Winner

#6 Santa Clara

Game #5 - 2:30 p.m. Game 5 Winner
BYUtv

Game #3 - 2:30 p.m.
BYUtv

Game 3 Winner

wee
Champion

#7 Portland

Men's Basketball
Sat. vs. BYU/San Diego (Las
Vegas) 8:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis
Fri. vs. Sacramento State 2:00
p.m.

Women's Basketball
Fri. vs. SCU/Portland 2:30 p.m.

Baseball
Fri. vs. Utah 2:00 p.m.

Sat vs. Utah 1:00 p.m.

Softball
Wed. vs. Florida Gulf Coast 1 p.m.
Sat. vs. Oregon (Fresno) 1:30 p.m.

#GAELS

Follow us
facebook.com/smccollegian
@smccollegian
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SPORTS

Gaels triumph on Senior Night
Dellavedova becomes Saint Mary's all-time leading scorer, will lead Gaels through Vegas

SENIOR T1M WILLIAMS

hit a three-pointer as time expires for his first basket of the season in a 80-67 win over rival Santa Clara. (Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

BY GEORGE ROBLES

18-7 lead.

tions from their bench and began

points to become the all-time

couldn'l connect from downtown

SPORTS EDITOR

Saint Mary's took a 36-19 lead
into the locker room with the
Gaels shooting 51.6 percent and
holding the Waves to 25 percent.

to pour it on as they scored 51
points in the half.
Stephen Holt had 13 points,
and Brad Waldow contributed
11 points and seven boards. Paul
McCoy had a career high as a
Gael with seven points and seven
rebounds.
Two days later, Dellavedova Jed
the way yet again, this time with
21 points on Senior Nights for
himself, as well as Mitchell Young,
Paul McCoy, Kyle Rowley, and Tim
Williams, who were all honored as
the most successful class in Saint
Mary's history.
Dellavedova only needed four

leader in points at Saint Mary's.
At the 3:53 mark, the Australian
posted up a smaller defender and
hitthe fade awayjumperto set the
record, receiving a standing ovation from the crowd in McKeon
Pavillion.
"It's easy to coach when your
best player, all-time leading scorer, all-time in assist, and the most
importantthingtohimishisteam
wins," said head coach Randy
Bennett.
The Broncos played a tough
game against the Gaels and were
defending the three-point shot
very well, as even Dellavedova

on the night. The Gaels took a
33-32 lead going into the half. In
the second half, Santa Clara had
an answer each time Saint Mary's
attempted to pull away.
After going up 55-54 with 10:25
remaining, the Broncos went on
a mini-run to pull it within one
point. But it was the late Gael defense and solid free throw shooting, which allowed Saint Mary's to
take charge.
Even though Dellavedova broke
the school scoring record, many
people will remember the last
shot of the game as the most
see MBBALL, page 7

The Saint Mary's Gaels played
their final two regular season
games in dominating fashion
when they beat Pepperdine 87-48
and then rival Santa Clara 80-67
on Senior Night.
Matthew Dellavedova led the
way in the first game with 25
points in just 27 minutes on the
floor. Both teams struggled early
on as the Gaels led 6-2 five minutes into the game. At this point,
Dellavedova began to heat up and
hit his first three-pointer of the
game with 11:45 left to take an

Santa Clara
Saint
Ma 's

•

:•

It was the same story in the
second half as the three pointers
began to fall for the Gaels as Dellavedova scored 10 quick points
in less than four minutes. Saint
Mary's then received contribu-

Women's basketball tops Broncos but fall to Waves
Gaels unable to end regular season on win, but get No. 3 seed for Vegas
BY GEORGE ROBLES
SPORTS EDITOR

DANIELLE MOULDIN

had 29 points and 13 rebounds in the loss to Pepperdine. (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

The Gaels hosted Senior Night
on Thursday, where they came
out with a 65-56 win over Santa
Clara. Forward Danielle Mauldin
led the way with a dominating
performance of 19 points and 16
rebounds in just 24 minutes.
Saint Mary's shot 52 percent in
the first half to take a 36-24 lead
at the break. They came out on
fire in the second half, taking a
commanding 17 point lead just a
few minutes into the second after
three-pointers by Morgan Hatten
and Mia Greco.
The Gaels opened the gap even
further with just three minutes
remaining by a score of 65-48,
but Santa Clara made a late run to
make it a nine-point game. Hatten
chipped in a career-high 17 points
and Greco added nine.
Saint Mary's then traveled

south to Malibu to take on Pepperdine, where they fell 80-67
in the final regular season game.
Danielle Mauldin had a career
high 29 points on the night with
13 rebounds, but the Gaels were
unable to overcome a 23 point
deficit in the regular season finale.
The Gaels kept pace for the
beginning of the game. The Waves
then came out on fire to start the
second as they built a 53-30 lead
with 14:50 left.
Saint Mary's began to chip away
with a 10-0 run to cut the deficit to
13. But the Gaels were not able to
get within nine points the game.
Senior Mia Greco added 17 points,
but no other Gael had more than
seven.
Despite the Joss, the Gaels earn
the No. 3 seed for the West Coast
Conference Tournament, where
they will face the winner of the
Santa Clara versus Portland game
on Saturday at 2:30 p.m.

